Installing new firmware to your Realiser A16
Rev 1.90 May 26 2020

Updating your A16 with rev 1.90 MAY 26 2020 is only necessary if your A16’s firmware is older. The
current revision of your firmware is found in SETTINGS>UPDATES/ABOUT as described below in step 5. If
an update is required please begin with STEP 1.

Issues addressed in this update
(all hardware variants)
1) When changing tracks (BluRay, DVD, CD) a sharp click can sometimes be heard in the
headphones/line output just as a track is interrupted and just before a track begins to play. This
problem was traced to a fault in our PCM mute hardware logic that handles the audio output by
the MDS decode board. Unfortunately, the faulty mute logic can only be fixed here in the
factory. However, it can be disabled in software and to this end a ‘Block Mute’ switch has been
added to the Misc Settings menu page. Note that all A16s leaving, or passing through, the
factory from May 2020 onwards will have this mute logic fault corrected. Please be warned that
although Block Mute is effective at avoiding track-skip clicks, it could theoretically allow other
audible artefacts to pass through to the headphones and/or loudspeakers. Please exercise
caution by maintaining a low volume setting until you gain experience as to what artefacts, if
any, occur during your normal operations.
2) In firmware revision 1.81 Dec 12 2019 a bug was introduced whereby moving a legacy A8 HPEQ
from SD to the A16’s internal file store caused the A16 to halt and display a red error code 004.
Error trap number 004 was introduced to check for erroneous writes to the internal memory as
part of our investigation into the sluggish behaviour reported by some users. Unfortunately, this
particular A8 to A16 write routine was not tested against this new trap and exceeded one of its
parameters. The trap routine has been modified to permit A8 to A16 HPEQ transfers.
3) As part of our ‘sluggish behaviour’ investigation we have determined that this behaviour can
correspond with internal memory lock-out whereby certain memory sectors cannot be read
until they are erased and rewritten. At this time a lockout can only be rectified by reloading the
firmware. Since the sluggishness occurs so rarely, we do not yet know what causes these lockout events. One line of investigation is that memory writes are being corrupted in some way and
as a precaution we have reduced the memory access frequency by 25% going forward. We have
also created a red error code 005 trap for memory read locks.

A16 Firmware update procedure
(all hardware variants)

STEP 1. The new firmware for the Realiser A16 is uploaded through the micro-SD card slot on the front
panel. First, obtain a micro-SD card (commonly 16 GB) and ensure it is formatted as FAT32. Second,
create a ‘realiser’ folder in the root directory and copy the firmware file FIRMA001.SVS into the realiser
folder. Insert this micro-SD card into the slot on the front of your A16.
STEP 2. Power up the A16 ensuring the power indicator LED is steady green. You can power it up using
the remote control or by momentarily depressing either User A or User B volume knobs. Now turn off
the A16 by pushing in and holding in the User A volume knob for at least 3 seconds. The LCD screen will
switch off and the power indicator LED will turn red. Release the User A volume knob.
STEP 3. Push in and hold in the User B volume knob and, simultaneously, push in and release the User A
volume knob. Then release the User B volume knob. The action of holding in B and depressing A
activates the firmware update manager as shown below. The power indicator LED will also be blinking
green.

STEP 4. Using the remote control, press the ENTER key twice to begin the firmware update. The A16 will
enter a long period (20-30 minutes) of authenticating the software, loading and rebooting. When the
unit first reboots it will begin updating the firmware for the individual hardware modules. After the
individual firmware modules have been reprogrammed the unit will reboot using the normal power-up
sequence to the Speaker Map display for User A.
STEP 5. To confirm the firmware update was a success please check the revision numbers displayed in
UPDATES/ABOUT accessed via the SETTINGS page.

Confirm the A16 firmware revision is 1.90 May 26 2019, the FPGA firmware revision is 0.40 May 06 2020
and the head tracker firmware 1.20 Nov 08 2019. For APM89L hardware variants the APM firmware will
v2.3.2 8901 May. If your HT firmware shows an earlier date, then you should update the HT firmware
following completion of this update. See previous updates for instructions on how to undertake this.

STEP 6. The firmware update is now complete. A full restore must be run in order to properly initialize
new menu features First press BACK and then navigate to ‘Settings’ and press ENTER.

Then navigate to ‘Restore factory setup’ and press ENTER again.

Select ‘full restore’ and press Enter again.

The full restore will take approximately 10 minutes to complete, thereafter the A16 will automatically
return to the User A Speaker Map display.

Changes to existing features
(all hardware variants)

Changes to PRIR measurements using the Sync (ALL) method
a) The head tracker angle is always shown in the main window irrespective of the HT assist
mode.
b) Different combinations of the pilot assist tones, heard over the loudspeakers during HT
assist mode, can now be selected while in the main window using the left and right arrow
keys and is indicated next to Pilot Axis (horz, vert and both).
1) Selecting pilot axis horz causes the tone to track only azimuth head movements.
2) Selecting pilot axis vert causes the tone to track only vertical head movements.
3) Selecting pilot axis both causes the tone to initially track only azimuth head movements
but once this angle is within +/-5 degrees of the desired azimuth angle, then the vertical
tone will also be heard.

c) For either axes, once the head tracker angle moves within 1 degree of the desired look
angle, the pilot tone for that axis will mute. Hence, when the head orientation is within 1
degree of the desired look angle no pilot tones will be heard.
d) The overall volume of the pilot assist tones can also be adjusted while in the main window
using +/- HP-A volume control on the remote.
e) When pilot assist is active (HT assist on) and pilot axis is set to both, the PRIR measurement
will begin automatically once the subjects head moves within 2.5 degrees of the desired
look angle and does not move outside that boundary for a period of 1 second. The PRIR
measurement can also be manually started at any time by pressing the enter key.
f) When pilot assist is active (HT assist on) and pilot axis is set to either horz or vert, the PRIR
measurement will not begin until the enter key is pressed.

The ALL PRIR measurement window showing Pilot Axis = both
g) The head tracker (HT) angle is always displayed in the main window irrespective of the HT
Assist or Look Angle modes. The rule used to insert look angles into the Sync (ALL) PRIR file
is as follows.
1) When HT assist is off and look angles are free, the head tracker angle sampled just
before the first sweep in each look angle is inserted into the measured PRIR file. To
remind the user of this fact the main display flags Angles from HT.
2) When HT assist is off and look angles are fixed, the head tracker is ignored and the look
angles inserted into the PRIR file are those defined in the Config Look Angles menu page
- indicated in the main display by Angles from menu.
3) When HT assist is on and look angles are fixed, the look angles inserted into the PRIR file
are also those defined in the Config Look Angles menu page. However, in this mode a
pilot tone is activated on the line outputs to assist the subject in attaining the correct
head orientation by comparing the head tracker angle with those given in the Config
Look Angles menu page. The main display flags this mode with Angles menu + assist.

Changes to PRIR measurements using the ASYNC method
h) The pilot tone assist of the ALL method is now also available in the ASYNC method but is
active irrespective of the HT assist setting. The Async pilot tone assist differs from the ALL
method in four ways.
1) The tones are output only on the User A headphone.
2) The pilot system uses the look angles extracted from the preamble track as the
reference.
3) The tones only serve as a look angle guide and cannot start Async PRIR measurements
automatically.
4) The tones only activate once the A16 has detected the look angle DTMF digits at the
start of each look track, and are muted again on detecting the DTMF * tone that
precede the sweeps.

Preamble format ahead of look sweeps showing pilot tone activity period

The screen shot above illustrates the start of a typical look track and the timing of the pilot
assist therein. Each Async measurement comprise a number of such look tracks that
measure all the loudspeakers in the sound room for each look angle. For example, Async
PRIR measurements often comprise three look tracks, a look-centre track, a look-left-30degrees track and a look-right-30-degrees track. The subject undertaking the PRIR
measurement will look straight ahead while the look-centre track is played, then turn their
head 30 degrees to the left before playing the look-left-30-degrees track and lastly turn their
head 30 degrees to the right prior to running the look-right track. Look tracks begin with the
voice prompt that directs the subject to the desired head orientation. This is followed by
short DTFM tone bursts that tells the A16 what the next look angle will be. Immediately on
decoding the DTMF look angle the A16 outputs a pilot tone to the User A headphone

output. The intensity of the pilot tone varies depending on how close the head tracker angle
is to the look angle. Immediately following the commencement of the pilot tone, the look
track alerts the subject to this fact by playing two 2.2kHz tone bursts in quick succession,
prompting them to pause the player (or DAW) to allow time to acquire the correct head
orientation before the sweeps begin.
i)

The operation of the pilot axes is very similar to that of the ALL method. Note that the pilot
tones are provided only to guide the subjects head to the correct orientation. In Async PRIR
measurements the look measurement cannot start automatically and requires the subject
to restart the track playback

j)

The volume of the pilot assist tones output to HPA can be adjusted while in the main
window using +/- HP-A volume control on the remote.

k) Async look angle measurements can be undertaken in any order and can be repeated as
often as necessary with the exception that the right-most look track (or look down of the
right-most look track) will complete the measurement.
l)

A new look grid window has been added to the Async PRIR method. This window is activated
by pressing the down arrow key while in the main Async PRIR window. The purpose of the
look grid is to give a visual indication of the look angles present in the Async sweep tracks
and the progress of the measurement. On first running the Async Preamble audio track the
look grid is populated with a red dot for each look track present in the Async sweep files. As
each look is measured, the red dots change to green. By consulting the look grid page, it is
easy to recall which looks have been measured and which have not. Note, all future Async
measurement files/tracks generated by Smyth Research will be standardised on this look
grid.

Async PRIR measurement look grid activated using the down key

Look grid confirming that looks (-60 Azi) and (+15 Azi, +20 Elev) have been measured

m) The head tracker (HT) angle is always displayed in the main window irrespective of the HT
Assist or Look Angle modes. The rule used to insert look angles into the Async PRIR file is as
follows.
4) When HT assist is off and look angles are free, the head tracker angles sampled at the
beginning of each look track are inserted into the measured PRIR file. Pilot tones are
also output to HPA but use the preamble look angles as the reference. To remind the
user of this fact the main display flags Angles HT + assist.
5) When HT assist is off or on and look angles are fixed, the look angles inserted into the
PRIR file are those defined in the Async preamble file. Pilot tones are also output to HPA
and use the same preamble look angles as the reference. To remind the user of this fact
the main display flags Angles pre + assist.

n) An option to override the loudspeaker IDs encoded in the preamble track has be added.
Normally asynchronous PRIR files inherit the loudspeaker IDs (L, R, C etc) that are defined in
the preamble track. However, there are times when it is desirable to insert into the PRIR file
a different set of IDs, for example when the actual speaker layout does not conform to the
preamble layout, or when one wishes to use generic multi-track Async sweeps to measure
enhanced speaker positions.

Sound room 2 speaker IDs will override those defined in the Async preamble track

With Override preamble IDs enabled, loudspeaker IDs from the active sound room are
included into the final Async PRIR. In the example below, Sound Room 2 describes a
modified 5.1ch speaker layout where C and SW have been replaced by front screen speakers
Lsc, Rsc and the surround speakers have been replaced by side surround speakers Lss and
Rss.

Sound room 2 loudspeaker assignments used in this example

With Override preamble IDs disabled, loudspeaker IDs from the preamble track are used to
populate the PRIR file. Below is a screen shot of a completed 5.1ch Async measurement
made with the override disabled. The white boxes confirm the loudspeaker positions that
will be transferred to the PRIR and correspond to the regular 5.1ch assignments L, R, C, SW,
Ls and Rs.

Measured speakers (white boxes) with the override disabled using a 5.1ch Async track

With Override preamble IDs enabled, loudspeaker IDs from the active sound room (Sound
Room 2 in this example) are used to populate the PRIR file. Below is a screen shot of a
completed measurement using the same 5.1ch Async track but made with the override
enabled. The green/red speaker blocks conform to the speakers defined in the original
preamble track. However, the white boxes confirm the loudspeaker positions that will be
transferred to the PRIR and correspond to the Sound Room 2 assignments L, R, Lsc, Rsc, Lss
and Rss.

Measured speakers (white boxes) with override enabled

By using the override feature, it is possible to measure any A16 speaker position by playing
standard Async layouts such as 2ch, 5,1ch or 7.1ch from a BluRay player. For example, ch1
and ch2 outputs of an AV receiver/processor ordinarily drive the left front and right front
speakers respectively. If these loudspeakers were temporarily moved to the Lsc and Rsc
positions and the first two speaker IDs in the active sound room changed to Lsc and Rsc,
then if the override is enabled whilst making a measurement using a regular 2ch (L, R) Async
track, the PRIR will correctly assign the virtual speakers with IDs Lsc and Rsc. The same

technique can be used to measure overhead or height speakers or any other speaker not
defined in regular 2.0, 5.1, 7.1 layouts.

New Features
(all hardware variants)
TCP command server
Beginning firmware rev 1.90 the A16 now supports a simple TCP based command and response
protocol that allows a remote device to control and/or monitor certain operational aspects of
the A16 in real time over a home network or over the internet. Please refer to ‘Realiser A16 IP
(TCP) Command Summary, 5 May 2020, S. Smyth’ for more information. All the current IP
command codes are listed in this document. We suggest that anyone interested in developing
their own IP command client application, test the commands that interest them using a TCP
application such as Packet Sender. Packet Sender not only tests/analyses the packet payloads
but also serves to illustrate the timing of the commands and responses. We have used a Centro
Control iOS app as a test bed for this development.

Our example A16 control app can be downloaded into your own copy of iOS Centro Control app
(Apple Store) using the QR code included in our summary document. Anyone interested in

developing their own Centro control app should proceed to DemoPad website
(www.demopad.com) and download the DemoPad Designer tool (note this only runs on
Windows). Anyone who wishes to modify our example app should email James (james@smythresearch.com) and we will send you a ZIP file of our project source files. Please note that use of
our example Centro Control app and/or our project source files are entirely at your own risk.

APM89L/110 bypass for HDMI (4) PCM
An option has been added whereby PCM audio input over HDMI (4) can be routed directly to the
SVS processing, bypassing the MDS APM89L/110 decoder board entirely. The PCM audio latency
in this mode is fixed at 30ms. Supported layouts are PCM 2ch, 5.1ch and 7.1ch (24-bits, 44.1 to
192kHz). Please note that the EDID tables within the A16 have not been altered in this mode
and still advertise all Dolby decode capability to upstream devices as well as PCM. Hence for
Dolby content it may be necessary to configure the source player to decode locally to ensure
PCM is sent over HDMI. The A16 will keep the audio mute if it receives anything other than

PCM. To use this mode first ensure the selected preset A configuration has Dolby Surround
disabled and that under PCM Audio management, HDMI up mixer is set to Direct.

The HDMI (4) PCM bypass mode will use the PCM room assigned in any preset. Raw HDMI PCM
channels assignments are non-standard in that the C and SW channels are swapped compared
to industry norms. Hence PCM rooms that will be used in this bypass mode must be built with
this in mind. The HDMI channel assignments covered in 2.0, 5.1, and 7.1 are shown below.

Ch
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

SPKR
L
R
SW
C
Lss
Rss
Lb
RB

A typical 7.1ch PCM sound room configuration for HDMI(4) bypass mode is shown below.

To begin receiving audio, first select HDMI 4 as the input.

Second, navigate to the HDMI settings page (settings/system/hdmi settings) and enable HDMI 4
IN PCM Direct.

The A16 will automatically jump back to the home page and reload the selected presets. Audio
playback will begin a few seconds later.

Listening to direct 5.1ch PCM over HDMI (4) using a 7.1ch PCM sound room

New Features
(APM110/HSR41T hardware)
1) eARC input mode
This was not fully tested prior to this release but will be included in a follow up release as soon
as this is complete.
2) Extended 24 channel Dolby Atmos decoding and SVS rendering
With the inclusion of the new MDS APM110 decoder sub-assembly, Atmos decoding, Dolby
Surround up-mixing and SVS rendering of up to 24 speakers is now supported. Please note that
PCM decoding over HDMI remains limited to 7.1 speakers, but can, if desired, be up mixed to a
higher channel format using the Dolby Surround up mixer included in the APM110. Also note

that the AV mode is disabled while the A16 is running in 24 speaker mode due to the fact that
the A16 only supports 16 line outputs. In dual user mode the A16 runs separate 16 speaker SVS
rendering operations for users A and B using a DSP for each. SVS rendering in excess of 16
speakers requires that both DSPs be used together to render for only user A, with user B
headphone output disabled. Hence 24 speaker decoding and rendering drops the functionality
of the A16 down to a single user. Furthermore, due to a limitation in the A16 motherboard
design, 24 speaker Atmos decoding can only input HDMI sourced audio streams (HDMI(1),
HDMI(2), HDMI(3), HDMI(4) or eARC). Specifically, it is not possible to decode SPDIF sourced
bitstreams while the 24ch Atmos decoding operation is running.
To enable the 24 speaker Atmos decode and SVS rendering mode, first ensure the audio source
is set to an HDMI input, then navigate to the Misc Settings page under Settings/System and
enable the slider on SVS 24ch. The A16 will immediately implement the change, jump back to
the home page and reload the presets.

24ch SVS mode enabled within Misc Settings menu page
Once completed a ‘disabled’ notice is added to the Preset User B line to remind the user that
the user B side is no longer available.

In 24ch SVS mode access to User B presets is disabled

Building Atmos rooms beyond 16 speakers is undertaken in the normal way except that an
additional page for ch17 to ch24 is included.

Example 24ch Atmos Sound Room built using the BBC Factory PRIR

Bass Management for 24ch Atmos sound rooms

Stereo Mix down for 24ch Atmos rooms

Tactile Mix down for 24ch Atmos sound rooms

15.1.8ch Dolby Atmos decoding

15.1.8ch Dolby Atmos decoding

Dolby Surround up-mixing can also be specified for sound rooms up to 24 channels. Our tests
show that all the new speaker positions are used by the up-mixer except the Lw, Rw, Lsc and Rsc
speakers (see below)

15.1.8ch Dolby Surround up-mixing from stereo content

When Atmos rooms with more than 16 speakers are loaded during the 16ch SVS rendering
mode, only the first 16 loudspeakers will be active. All speakers above the 16ch limit are
displayed grey in either user A or user B speaker maps (below) to alert the user of the mismatch.

Loading a room with more speakers than the SVS mode

New A16 Features in Development (all hardware variants)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

DTS-X certification
Auro3D certification
Vertical Headtracking mode
Low delay gaming mode
Separate Denoise function for existing PRIR files
Allow Sound Rooms to be written-to/read-from the SD card (like PRIR files)
Extend optical stabilisation mode to User B head tracking

Imminent A16 Features (APM110/HSR41T hardware)
1) Add eARC audio source
2) Extend ALL/ASYNC PRIR measurements to 24 channels
3) Extend OH key group to 10 overhead/height speakers

--------------------------------------------------------------- END --------------------------------------------------------------------

